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 Of all student organizations on campus, Students Leading Students (SLS) was one in particular 

that required its members to work closely with faculty in a course designed to acclimate new students to 

university life. All members of the organization went through a competitive interview, and above all 

characteristics, great candidates were said to have a passion for and knowledge of the university, and 

also a desire to be a resource to new students. There were anywhere from two to three SLS members 

and one instructor per intro course. About 120 new students were enrolled in each course.   

 Throughout the semester students were assigned different tasks to receive course credit. All of 

the assignments were implemented in an attempt to familiarize students with the university and get 

them involved in different activities. For example students had to attend three different campus events 

and provide a one page summary in correspondence to each event. They also went on class trips to 

different facilities on campus such as the career center and writing lab, where they were given an 

assignment that would require them to use the resources and the information they gained from the 

visit. Lectures were incorporated, and the members of SLS also spoke about real experiences they had 

encountered as first year students.  

 As an assistant to the instructor all SLS members had to keep attendance records of the students 

and grade all assignments. Most assignments were graded on a completion scale, meaning if students 

did the assignment they received full credit. This type of grading system was not strenuous on the SLS 

members, because they too were full time undergraduate students who were not receiving any type of 

stipend for their services.  

 At the end of the semester the students were given a chance to evaluate the course. Overall, 

students spoke highly of the instructors and SLS members in their course. Students believed the lectures 

were important and found value in the testimony of real students who had gone through their freshmen 

year and made the transition to university life. Complaints about the course were reflected heavily in 

the assignments. Students believed the assignments were meaningless, and didn’t approve of the 

amount of events they were required to attend, nor did they think that all those paper reflections were 

necessary. The instructors and team members understood the importance of the assignments and knew 

that students sometimes would complain about having to do work. Meanwhile, SLS returners signed up 

for another school year with the organization and recruited new members for interviews as well. 

 The summer following that academic school year, the Dean met with the Director of SLS about 

the intro course evaluations. The Dean thought the evals were alarming and if students weren’t happy 

with the experience that it was time to make some changes. Without consulting any instructors of the 

intro course or the SLS members the Dean handed the Director of SLS an entirely new intro course 



syllabus which he had constructed himself. Many of the adjustments he made were influenced by this 

new technological wave that prompted the use of online components in addition to attending the class 

sessions.  

 During the last week of summer break, all SLS students had to return back to campus for 

training. SLS returners thought they knew what to expect for training and had prepped the new comers, 

giving them the overall gist of what they thought was going to occur. During the training session the 

Dean was welcomed to present his new and improved intro course syllabus. Out of all the changes he 

announced, the SLS members realized three things: students only had to go to one campus event, they 

did not have to visit any resource centers on campus but would now be given a brochure of sorts from 

each office, and no longer had to write paper reflections, but instead write online paragraph 

submissions. In essence the students had it easy and didn’t have to do any college level writing or 

experience everything the university had to offer. 

 As the semester started the SLS members began to realize that their workload had increased. 

Now they had to give lectures on the resource centers around campus because the students were no 

longer going to visit the staff of those offices physically. SLS members were also instructed that they 

were to log onto the online course component and respond to each student’s submissions. The stress of 

responding to every student’s online submission in a timely manner, along with handling their own 

responsibilities as students became overwhelming for SLS members. They didn’t enjoy being a part of 

the organization and many of them were upset because they truly believed students in the intro course 

were not benefiting from the changes that had been made. Students were hardly doing work, while SLS 

members were working hard, and still receiving no stipend.  

 After the semester ended course evaluations were distributed once again and students 

complained about the little work they had to do, and this time felt that the course should be totally 

online if they had to submit work online anyway. The Dean was shocked by the evaluations but insisted 

that the intro course would remain the same for another semester. When SLS members heard the news 

the majority of them decided to step down from the position. Other students heard about how hard the 

SLS members worked and their opinions weren’t valued so the amount of new applicants had decreased 

drastically; making it hard to staff the new courses with SLS members.  The Dean stood firm in his 

decision, and kept the course as he had designed it.  

Questions based on Chapter 11: Organizational Change and Change-Related Communication: 

1) How would you evaluate the communication of change to the Director of SLS, intro course 

instructors, and SLS members?  

2) Do you think the changes the Dean implemented were first order or second order changes and 

why? 

3) What type of communication change strategy did the Dean employ? Should he have employed a 

different strategy or a combination of strategies? ( think about: equal dissemination, equal 

participation, quid pro-quo, need-to-know, or marketing) 



4) How did the SLS members react to the intro course changes? How did the change affect them? 

(think about: unintended consequences) 


